6 Days 4 Nights Mauritius
. Day 1

SINGAPORE - MAURITIUS

Assemble at Singapore Changi Airport, depart for your flight to Mauritius. Upon arrival at Mauritius,
meet and greet by our English Speaking guide. Transfer to hotel check in.
Day 2

MAURITIUS
BREAKFAST / LUNCH / DINNER

After breakfast, head off to the north of the island to enjoy a guided visit of the famous
Pamplemousses Botanical Garden with its 500 different species of plants, of which 80 are palms.
After the botanical garden a visit of the Sugar World. L’Aventure du Sucre (Sugar World) offers a
trip throughout the history and reveals the heart of the island and its secret stories, from its origins
to today’s ethnic and cultural environment. This rich heritage has always been linked to the island
sugar epic. Lunch will be served at Le Fangourin restaurant located at the Sugar World or at La
Terasse restaurant in Port Louis. After lunch, enjoy a visit through Port Louis, the capital of
Mauritius and a melting pot of all the cultures and ethnics present on the island. The participants
will enjoy a visit of the Caudan Waterfront and its amazing craft market which are the most
common place for shopping in Mauritius.

Day 3

MAURITIUS
BREAKFAST / LUNCH / DINNER

After breakfast, visit Trou-aux-Cerfs, an extinct volcano, with a breath taking panoramic view on
most of the island before visiting a Ship Model factory. The tour will head towards some great
sightseeing spots such as the Black River Gorges with endemic plants and rare bird species, and
will stop at Rhumerie de Chamarel for the visit of a typical distillery followed by the rhum tasting.
Lunch will be served in its amazing restaurant with an outstanding view. After lunch, the
participants will head off to the village of Chamarel. You will admire the beauty of the Chamarel’s
Waterfalls and Seven Coloured Earth. The seven coloured earth are found in layers of different
colours in forms of sand dunes like. Red, Brown, yellow, orange, violet, dark brown, ochre, tinge
of red mixed with other colours, pink, grey and other colours that change upon the reflection of
light.
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Day 4

MAURITIUS
BREAKFAST / LUNCH / DINNER

After breakfast, proceed for cruise on one of the catamarans.
Highlights:
✓ Snorkelling in the lagoon
✓ Visit of the waterfalls of GRSE
✓ BBQ lunch and unlimited drinks on board
✓ Relaxing time on Ile aux Cerfs
Have dinner before transfering back to hotel.

Day 5

MAURITIUS
BREAKFAST

After breakfast, free and easy till check out time. After check out,
visit Casela World of Adventures, on the west coast of the island
lies 4,500 hectares of grassy savannah surrounded by beautiful
shaped mountain. The previous fauna was mainly constituted of
deers. But zebras, giraffes, rhinos, ostriches and different species
of antelopes have been introduced recently. What is included in
the entrance: Interactive map, Toboggan, Walk through the aviary,
Big cats viewing, Giraffe and Camels viewing, mini Safari.
Transfer to Airport for flight departure back to Singapore.
~~ End of Tour ~~
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